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Facelift At Fifty
Celebration, ongoing renovation marks golden anniversary.

The Central Library in downtown Tulsa opened 50 years ago.
 Photo courtesy Tulsa City-County Library.

The Tulsa Central Library opened its doors in 1965. At the
 time, the war in Vietnam was escalating, the space race was
 in full swing, The Rolling Stones were on a world tour, the
 Voting Rights Act was passed and Malcolm X was
 assassinated.

In the summer of that year, the new, 135,000-square-foot
 library opened with a grand ceremony.

This month marks the Central Library’s golden anniversary.
 There will be celebrations throughout the month of June and
 into July to commemorate the date, says Gary Shaffer, Tulsa
 City-County Library CEO.
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However, for now, its doors will remain closed due to a $50
 million renovation. Central Library closed on Aug. 30, 2013,
 so it could endure a multi-level makeover. The anticipated
 grand reopening date is summer 2016. Each floor is
 scheduled to be completely renovated to better serve its
 customers.

“Libraries are no longer book
 warehouses; they are more
 about ‘people’ space,” says
 Shaffer. “Today’s libraries are
 places where children first
 discover the world; where
 people access technology of
 all kinds, find resources for
 work and education, build job
 skills, seek employment, start
 a business or nonprofit
 venture, search for health
 information, gather for
 meetings, socialize and learn
 at all stages of life.”

Once complete, the lower
 level will be a place to
 convene, says Shaffer. It will
 include an outdoor children’s
 garden, which will be used
 for family movie nights as
 well as educational
 programming opportunities.

The second lower level will be
 a place to cultivate and will
 include the Charles and Lynn
 Schusterman Family
 Foundation Education and
 Ideation Center, a place
 where children and teens
 learn as well as engage.

The main floor will be a place
 to create, with a café with
 outdoor seating, a new
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 materials marketplace, a
 children’s area, a media
 production lab and a creation station.

The second floor is a place to collaborate. It will include eight,
 glass-enclosed study rooms, two conference rooms, a center
 for library innovation, print and electronic collections and a
 literacy lab, says Shaffer.

The third floor is a place for content. This floor will include a
 health information center, a nonprofit resource center, a
 business and legal center, a computer lab, a one-of-a-kind
 Oklahoma collection, as well as reference and government
 documents collections, says Shaffer.

Through the years, the Central Library has served thousands
 of people throughout Tulsa County. It has housed an in-depth
 research library, a telephone reference service, periodicals
 and newspapers, a large print collection and several well-
used meeting rooms.

When the Central Library was opened in 1965, a dedicatory
 plaque with a time capsule was placed on the main stairwell.
 As a part of the 50-year celebration scheduled for this
 summer, another time capsule will be placed alongside the
 original one; both are to be opened in 2065.
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